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Abstract

It is clear that the edge plasma plays a crucial role in global tokamak confinement.

This paper is a report on simulations of a new drift wave type instability driven by

the electron temperature gradient (VTe, ETG) in tokamak scrapeoff-layers (SOL)[1].

A 2d(x, y) fluid code has been developed in order to explore the anomalous transport

in the boundary plasmas.The simulationconsistsofa setoffluidequations(inthe

electrostatic limit) for the vorticity V_¢, the electron density ne and the temperature

Te in a shearless plasma slab confined by a uniform, straight magnetic field Bz with two

divertor (or limiter) plates intercepting the magnetic field. The model has two regions

separated by a magnetic separatrix: in the edge region inside the separatrix, the model

is periodic along the magnetic field while in the SOL region outside the separatrix, the



magnetic field is taken to be of finite length with model (logical sheath) boundary con.-

ditions at diverter (or limiter) plates. The simulation results show that the observed

linear instability agrees well with theory, and that a saturated state of turbulence is

reached. In saturated turbulence, clear evidence of the expected long-wavelength mode

penetration into the edge is seen, an inverse cascade of wave energy (toward both long

wavelengths and low frequencies) is observed. The simulation results also show that

amplitudes of potential and the electron temperature fluctuations are somewhat above

and the heat flux are somewhat below those of the simplest mixing-length estimates, and

furthermore the large-scale radial structures of fluctuation quantites indicate that the

cross-field transport is not diffusive. After saturation, the electron density and tempera-

ture profiles are flattened. A self-consietent simulation to determine the microturbulent

SOL electron temperature profile has been done, the results of which reasonably agree

with the experimental measurements.

1 Introduction

This paper presents turbulence simulations in the tokamak boundary plasmas. The tokamak

boundary plasma is defined here as the scrape-off layer (SOL) through the last closed flux

surface (LCFS) near the magnetic sep_atrix, and thus includes both open and closed

field lines. The SOL plasma is distinguished from the edge plasma by the presence of



magnetic field lines connected to the divertor (or limiter) plates. The dynamics of tokamak

. boundaryplasmashaveproventobe criticalindeterminingtheoverallconfinementofthe

plasma discharge([2],[3],[4],[5]).A strikingcharacteristicofa boundaryplasmaisthatit

ise;;tremelyturbulent,withobservedfluctuationlevelsofup to 50% (asopposedtoonly

a few percent in the core plasma). The implication of the boundary turbulence is twofold.

First,thedeterminationofa microturbulentSOL widthand thepower-handlingcapability

of a divertor(orlimiter)isconsideredto be a major issueforthe designoffuturelarge

tokamakssuchas ITER. A highleveloftheSOL turbulenceisdesirable,sincehighpeak

power and high electron temperature at the endplate are to be avoided ( which otherwise

resultinsubstantialproblemsassociatedwith sputtering).Second,divertor(orlimiter)

configurationsplaya veryimportantroleindeterminingthecauseofthenegativeelectric

fieldEr shearlayer([6],[7],[8],[9]),whichisbelievedto causea reducededge plasma

fluctuationlevels,and improvedconfinementofthemain plasmadischarge([2],[3],[4]).

The SOL is the portion of a tokamak plasma located in the open-field line region,

bounded on one side by the last closed magnetic flux surface with hot edge plasma, and

on theothersideby theinnerwallofthevacuum vessel.SeveralinstabilitiesintheSOL

have been analyzedand theelectron-temperature-gradient(ETG, VTe) driveninstability

has been identifiedas the most dominantknown model10].Thisinstability,with drift-



wave characteristics, is driven by an electron temperature gradient in the presence of the

Kunkel-GuiUorysheathimpedance[l1].The linearanalysisofthisconducting-wall-induced

instability shows that it has robust growth rate for parameters relevant to the tokamak

boundary plasmas.The maximum growth rateoccursfor/%p°_ 0.1fortypicalDIII-D

parameters.At long-wavelengths,electronenergyend-lossesstabilizetheETG-mode, while

at short-wavelengths the cut-off is due to finite-Larmor-radius (FLR) effects as well as clas-

sical diffusion and viscosity. Although the predicted instability has characteristics similar

to experimental edge fluctuation data, the mixing-length estimated transport exceeds the

experimental value. Hence a basic understanding of the mechanism for the nonlinear sat-

urationoftheETG-mode and thedeterminationofitspenetrationinsidetheseparatrJxis

desirable.

The understanding of the handling of the power carried by the charged particles (elec-

tronsand ions)intothescrapeofflayerofthetokamak isa centralissueintheboundary

plasmasand remainsa major obstacleforthe proposedITER tokamak foritscontinu-

ous and reliableoperation.The nominalanalysisof the SOL assumesthatthe power

enteringthe SOL isequalto thatcrossingthe separatrix.The power crossingthe sep-

aratrix into the SOL is transported radially as wen as axially (i. e., along the magnetic

fieldlines);thepower transportedaxiallyintheSOL islostat theendplates.Depending



on the the SOL plasma collisionality regime, the axial transport of power is either in the

. gradient-limited regime (collisional) or the ttux-limited regime (less collisional). When the

electron-conduction power is flux-limited, it has been shown[12] that the electron and ion

temperatures are decoupled, and the SOL is separated into two radial scale-lengths: a short

scale associated with the electron-conduction layer (,,_ lcm); and a longer radial scale associ-

ated with an energy-exchange layer (,,_3cm) in which the ion power is collisionally transfered

to a cold electron plasma. The experimental evidence indicates that the radial transport

is anomalously large. The mechanism behind the SOL turbulence remains unclear. The

anomalous radial transport ccmpeting with the axial classical flow sets the SOL electron

temperature and density profiles. With this conjecture in mind, we develop a self-consistent

simulation code to explore the SOL electron temperature profile in the electron-conduction

layer based on the ETG driven turbulence.

This paper describes some features of the nonlinear saturation of the ETG-mode and

the SOL electron temperature profile due to the turbulence. In Section II, a model sheath

physics and the basic geometry for the 2d simulations are presented. The 2d nonlinear

equations for a boundary plasma are given in Section III. A review of linear theories with

an extension including the energy end-losses and a brief review of the numerical scheme

will also be presented. Section IV discusses nonlinear results from the 2d simulations.
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Section V explores the SOL electron temperature profde with power crossing the separatrix.

Summariesand conclusionsarepresentedinSectionVI.

2 Basic model and Model Sheath Physics

To characterize the region of boundary plasmas across the magnetic separatrix of a tokamak

witha limiter(ordivertor),a simpleslabmodel ischosenwhichincludesthetwo regions

identifiedinFig.I:theplasma(ina shearlessmagneticfieldB(x) = B0ez)isperiodicalong

theaxial(z)directionintheedge(z< z,p)and isconfinedattheendsby two conducting

platesinthe SOL outsidethemagneticseparatrix(x > z,p).The equilibriumquantities

suchasT_(z),Te(x),and he(z)aretakentovarytransverselytomagneticfieldlinesinthe

z-direction.

The SOL can be dividedintotwo markedlydifferentregions:(I)a narrow sheath

region (sheath + presheath) ahead of the plate with large equilibrium gradients along the

z-directlon(ontheorderoftheDebyelength);and (2)incontrasttothesheath,a largebulk

region away from the sheath region with relatively weak equilibrium gradients. The sheath,

due to itssmallspatialscale,henceistreatedhereas a boundary condition(seeEq. (I)

below).In the SOL regionoutsidetheseparatrix,thefluidquantitiesshouldsatisfythe

sheath current and the energy flux boundary condition at the sheath edge. The expression
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for the plasma current near the sheath is

VTo e-_] (1)jI_(L) = -jl_(O)= n,ec, 1 2c, vf_

where c, = _ is the sound speed, VT. = _ the electron thermal velocity. The

mass difference between electrons and ions results in a large space-charge potential, and an

ambipolar flow to the wall in turn demands equal fluxes of negative and positive charges

to the wall. Thus, in equilibrium Jl_(0) = JI_(L) -- 0, which yields an expression for the

amplitude of the equilibrium potential ¢o:

= , , (2)

where constant /(i depends on the details of the pre_sheath model with a typical value

R'i " 2. For typical SOL parameters, A _ 3 -- 4. The perturbed current 311is

jI_°(L) = -_'t_(0)= n, ec, _- T,J' (3)

where a finite and constant ion temperature is assumed.

The electric potential at the endplates regulates the end-loss energy flux to the value

nvT, toT e¢
qet = _--_,-- e + e(I))exp(-_-_'e ). (4)

which physically means that each exiting electron leaves at the sound speed, c° = _ exp(-_, )

carrying with it a potential energy e¢, and parallel and perpendicular kinetic energy 2Te.
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The perturbedenergyfluxis

5

' (1,t = c,[( A_ + _A + 3)L - (A + 1)e(_] (5)

Eqs.(I)and (4)(or(3)and (5))willbe usedastheaxialboundaryconditionsintheSOL

region outsidethesepaxatrix.

3 Model Equations,Linear Analysis and 2d Fluid Code

The nonlinear evolution for the turbulence in the electrostatic and flute-mode limits is

described by the normalized two-dimensional two-field model:

(¢-Te)x > x,p

0 , ,1 6_v_¢+uv1¢ +Nv,- v. [vl,v, × =
0 X ,_ X°p)

a T 0¢ _V_.T, / (C¢¢-CTTe) x > x,pe- v.[revue×-.]= -_ + + (6)

!0 X <: xsp)

where

5

CT = v](A 2+ _A+3),

C# = v](A2+A),

Equations(6)areexpressedin dimensionlessunitsdefinedby .L_ t,_ _ z, _ ...._ _,,



Te L T_v_ --_ T_,
T(x.p) p°

Te(z,p) p, A

Here, r_"1 = A_.oUt, and Lo = p.v-_, where f_.o - :L_r,v - _, r = _,, _ -

Withthesenormalizations,theintrinsicomalous_-_'-_. (1 + 'r/,), and c.e = v m, "

cross-field diffusivity is normalized to Xo evaluated at the sepaxatrix_ where

In additionto FLR stabilizingeffects,dissipativeprocessesatlargek arerepresentedby

adjustabledampingtermsa and a,whichphysicallyreprese:.tclassicalviscosity#i= _p_u_

, 2 devoti::gtheion-ioncollisionfrequencyand u,,theand diffusion_e = 4.fpeu_,with u_

' ' #' and _ = Pa.
eiectron-ioncobs,onfrequency, p = _'L._V-'J :'_0":_---;J"

Sincetheelectronand iontemperaturesaredecoupled[12]and theion temperature

evolutiondoesnot seem to playa key roleinthe ETG-mode, a constantand finiteion

temperature is assumed as a first approximation in modeling the boundary plasma. (A

completeth¢ory,however,mustincludea seif-consistentevolutionforTi).Sincetheelectron

temperatureequationand thevorticityequationaredecoupledfrom theelectrondensity



equation:

O 0¢ D,,Vln ! C,(ne + 2-_r,Te) x > z_,v

• [ 0 Z < X.v ,

where C, = v}(1 - t}r) with recycling coefficient r/r = 0.96, and Dv is a adjustable high-k

damping term, the electron density evolution equation is included as diagnostics to give

the particle flux driven passively by the turbulence. As discussed in Ref. [10], to leading

order in powers of _ in the energy end-losses, the system of equations (6) resembles the

two-field-drift wave model of Hasegawa and Wakatani([14], [15], [16]). However, the higher

order in _ is necessary in order to keep the electron-energy end-loss damping effect in the

long-wavelength limit.

3.1 Linear Analysis

The linear characteristics of the instability are well understood and there have been some

extensions to electromagnetic regimes, finite-kll effects, and linear penetration to the edge

across the separatrix ([10], [17]). However, in most of these previous anaJyses the efforts

were focused on the fastest growing modes and mixing-length estimates for the transport,

and the electron energy end-loss damping term was thought to be small and negligible. Such

considerations result in a broad spectrum of instability and cannot be used in simulations

unless the large (arbitrary) adjustable damping terms are used for large k and the box size
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is used as a long-wavelength cut-off for the instability. Using nonva_shing electron energy

end-loss terms (C¢,CT), and linearizing Eq. (6) -- assuming an explicit time dependence +

exp(-iwt) -- yield the following normalized dispersion relation:

where _ "''-+= A--h'_,0,and k/j,± --kv.±v-t3.Fig.2 showsthegrowthrateandfrequency(without

high-k damping). The growth rate of the unstable mocle reaches a peak value at k_ = 1.8

and kx = 0 with a long-wavelength cut-off due to the electron energy endloss and a short-

wavelength cut-off due to the ion-diamagnetic drift and electron energy endioss. With the

high-kdamping p = 0.0025and v = 0.0025usedinthispaper,ithasbeen foundalmostno

changeovertheentiregrowth-ratespectrum.For DIII-Dparameters,Te(sd) -" 25eV,7"=

0.5,A = 3.2,LTe= 1.5cm,and Lz = 20m, themaximum growthrateand thecorresponding

frequencyare7max = 0.38Af/,0u_"_ 3.46x 10Ssec-I,..,ms++= 0.52A_o0US_ ,,_4.74x 10Ssec-t,

and (kup+)m,x= 1.8u__ 0.16.Thus,themode isrobustlyunstablefork.Lp,_--0.i.

3.2 2d Fluid Code

A numericalcodehasbeen developedtosolvethenonlinearcoupledequationsin(6)on a

2d grid. Spatial derivatives are evaluated to second-order accuracy in grid spacing A. A

Fourier transform in Z/and a tridiagonal matrix algorithm in x (due to the non-periodic
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nature in radial direction x) axe used to invert the vorticity V_._(z, _/)to give _(z, y). Time

stepping is carried out using an explicit second-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The boundary

' conditions applied to Te, _ and ne in the _ direction are periodic. The boundary conditions

in the x direction axe T = _ = 0 at z = 0 and x = Lx. Simulation parameters axe for DIII-D

LT, = Ln, = LT_ = 1.5cm, r = 1,L, = 20m, L_ = 3cm, L v = 39.328cm, No= = 32, Ng v =

256, and _ = v = D_ = 0.0025 ( these are reasonable values if the neoclassical factor

(I. 0.Tq_)inPfirsch-Scltluterregimeistakenintoaccountinfrontof_, and p#).Here,the

choice of L_ corresponds to the connection length for a double null divertor configuration

neax the separatrix and L_ is chosen to put the fastest growing mode in the 10th mode-

number in the simulations. Careful tests have been completed over the entire range of

parameters surveyed to verify that the results are not grid-sensitive. The simulation results

show thattheobservedlinearinstabilityagreeswellwiththeoryand thedoublyperiodic

(x and 9) versionofthe codehas beenbenchmarkedwitha pseudospectralcode showing

good agreement.[ 18]

4 Numerical Simulation Results

This section presents the results of the nonlinear non-self-consistent fluid simulations. In

ordertostudythebasicnonlinearphysics,thegeneraltrendsoftheVTe-driventurbulence
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for a given electron-temperature profile are discussed. An inverse cascade of mode energy is

discussed first. The mode penetration across the separatrix into the edge region is followed.

The transport measurements are presented next, and the conclusions of simulations will

given last.

4.1 Energy Transfer dynamics of VTe-driven modes

In Eq. (6), the mode-coupling processes are mediated by two nonlinearities, due to polariza-

tiondriftand E x B driftrespectively.Spectraltransferand itscharacterizationinterms

of cascades by the nonlinearities have long been a central part of the conceptualization of

turbulence.The most widelyused method ofdeterminingcascadedirectionsisbasedon

equilibriumstatisticalmechanics([19],[20]).Ithasbeen conjecturedthattheE × B drift

nonlinearityalonetendstotransferenergytosmM] scales([21].[22]),whilethepolarization-

driftnonlinearityalonetransfersenergytolargescales[23].From simpleestimatesofthe

two nonlinearities, it has been found that the polarization drift nonlinearity dominates the

E x B drift nonlinearity, that is,

-- _' . > I,
V. x=]

where subscript m denotes that the corresponding quantities take the values at the maxi-

mum growth rate Im(fl). Thus an inverse cascade of energy to long wavelengths is expected.
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Fig. 3 shows a contour plot of I_b(m,t, zRp)l_ in the m - t plane at the separatrix. Since

' initially all poloidal mode numbers m in y-direction (k_ = _) axe set to have equal values

. ofthemode amplitudes,themost unstablemode dominatesoverothersaroundm = I0 as

time evolves. After several linear instability cycles, nonlinear terms start to play a role; a

dual-cascadeofmode energysubsequentlyoccurs,but most ofthemode energytransfersto

i,Jw-m modes. At steady state, the turbulence is driven around the (m = 10)-mode by the

VTe instability, damped at short-wavelengths by FLR effects as well as classical viscosity

and diffusion, and transfered to long-wavelengths. This results in a stationary spectrum

that is peak at low-m, as shown in Fig. 4.

4.2 Penetration across the separatrix into the edge region of the VT_-

driven mode

The _Te-mode isanendloss-driveninstabilityinthescrape-offlayer.The penetrationofthe

fluctuations across the separatrix into the edge is an important issue. The linear analysis of

theproblemhas been consideredby Xu, Rosenbluth,and Diamond [17].The resultshave

shown that the fluctuations decay exponentially on the scale of the poioidal wavelength k_"1

insidethemagneticseparatrixinthemagneticshearlesscase,and themagneticshearlimits

the penetration of the potential fluctuation. These basic phenomena have been observed

in linear simulations. In Fig. 4, it is apparent that the fluctuations propagate inside the

14
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separatrix, and peak primarily near the separatrix. It is interesting to note from Fig. 4 that

low-m fluctuations have stronger penetration than high-m fluctuations, as is expected from

linear calculations with ¢(z, kv),',, exp(-.k_z + ik_y) [17].

4.3 iYansport measurements

In order to obtain transport estimates from the nonlinear terms, we average the electron

temperature equation over y yielding

0 a _ C_<¢>-CT<Te> z>z,p

8"t < Te > + _ < vxT, >=

0 z < x,p.

The turbulence-induced heat transport in the radial direction x arisiag from the E x B

dynamics is

O<T,>
Q=(z) =< vzTe >= -Xe Ox (9)

where the last relation defines an effective thermal diffusivity, Xe. The time-averaged profile

of Xe is shown in Fig. 5. The Xe profile peaks at the separatrlx and falls to zero at the

simulation boundaries. The simulation results axe also compared with conventional mixing-

lengthestimatesoftransport:[lO]

x7t "r,,,IkL, (10)

where k,n is the wavelength at the maximum growth rate 7m. For the simulation parameters

with _ = 0.6, it has been found x:,_-_5.
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Turbulence Fluxes
Delta=0.6

Qx Gamma
O.O284 0.0163
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Figure 5: The time averaged radial profiles for the normalized turbulence
heat flux Qx (x) and the particle flux Fx(x). a separatrix is located
at x = 1.5 cm.



4.4 Conclusions of Simulations

The time-averaged profiles of the fluctuation potential ¢(z) =<: ¢(z, y, t) >t._, the electron

temperature Te(z) -< Te(z,y,t) >t._, the density he(z) =< he(Z, y, t) :>t._ and the vorticity

w(x) =< V_¢(z,y,t) >t._ are shown in Fig. 6. The fluctuation profiles peak near the

separatrix and fall to zero at the boundaries. The fluctuation level scalings can be estimated

by the peak value near the separatrix, yielding

,

_' ~ 08P---' ( AL. _-t

The general formula for the time-averaged profiles of anomalous transport Xe and De is

,_e/.n " fl(if)f2(x)fa(vt)xo, the peak values near the separatrix are

(X,):'_ _ 0.0284 2LT, __) ' (11)

(D.):': ~ 0.0163L, \_/ ' (12)

l_br typical DIII-D SOL parameters: Te(Sd) = 25eV, r = 1.0,h = 3.2, LT, = 1.Scm and

L, = 20m, the predicted fluctuations are _ ,,, 55.09%, _ ,_ 12.43%, _ ,_

14.84%, Xa,_'n" O.3m2sec-1 , D*i'ne.."_ 0.115m28ec-1, and the ratio of electron thermal diffu-

. aim

sivity to the particle diffusion coefficient is _ ,_ 2.6, which is reasonably close to recent
a" e¢_ n
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Time Averaged Radial Profiles
Delta=0.6

I

Te4_x)+Te(x) ....... _ .........Ne,,0<x).Ne(x) ._. + +__ ,+-- ,,

, 7.+1 "+----'""' ..... +............. 7Jl'

0,99 "_""__'__ 0.99 ........... _ ++_+ + ++'_"+'3__0:_"X(¢m) 3.( --+ _ ....... X(cm)

Te(x) Ne(x)

0.241 -'-- - ....... -- ' _-- 0..q,l18

.0.673 -0.8
XCcm) 3.¢ 0 X(cm) 3.0
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+ •

-- , , .0,7_
.0"_ -- - ....... X(cm) - 3 X(cm)

Figure 6: The time averaged radial profiles for the normalized total temperature
To(x ) + Te(x) and density n0(x) + n, (x), the perua'bedtemperatureTe(x)
and the density n+(x), the potential _(x ) and the vorticity _x ). A separa-
triex is located at x = 1.5cm.



experimental results __ _ 3 - 7. From the mixing-length theory, it has been estimated
wIQN

thattheabsolutefluctuationlevelis_e/Te"_I/k_Lre_-10%.[10]Thus thereisa tendency

forlargefluctuationamplitudesand yetsmalltransport.The spectrumplot(Fig.4) and 1

theaverageradialprofiles(Fig.6)wouldsuggestthatthefluctuationquantitiestrytotake

the longest radial wavelength in the simulation system, indicatilng that a small.step cross

field diffusion model is inadequate. Instead, the equilibrium profile is possibly set up by

relaxation to a state of minimum equilibrium enstrophy,[13]

5 Self-ConsistentSimulationsof T (x) Profilein the SOL

The nominalanalysisoftheSOL assumesthatthepowerenteringtb9SOL isequaltothat

crossingthe separatrix.An estimateof theTe(z)profilecP.nbe made by balancingthe

anomalous radial and classical axial electron power flows in the SOL electron-conduction

layer. The uncertainty in the analysis is due to the uncertainty in the nature of the SOL

turbulenceand itsrelatedanomaloustransport.Thissectionpresentsself-consistentsire-

ulations in order to give the electron temperature profile in the SOL due to VTe.driven

turbulence. The radial simulation domain is divided into three regions: the edge region,

thesourceregion_nd the SOL. Inthesourceregion,theplasmaisheatedby an external

sourcetermH representingeithertheheatingor powergeneratedinthecoreplasma.The

17



normalized fluid equations in our simulations are

. O, X <_ Xjp

ql#, x > z,n + AX

__oT, + +Ot ++ {¢,T_) = -e 8U 011+ R, =,p < =< :,p + AH(13)

O_ Z _ Xmp

where

Oll = vl0r. 2 T,+ P, P,

'ST, = me(! + l/r) exp - __ / 'e .,r..T,,+T__ /
LTeU _ /

c" = l+l/r '

3. - 1_ _2 ' ,

Here LT, and LT, represent the initial electron and ion temperature gradients. The very

steep electron temperaure profile is chosen representing neoclassical cross-field transports

with LT, = 5mm. Since the electron and ion temperatures are decoupled in the SOL, and the

" ion temperature has a larger radial scale length than the electron temperature (as suggested

18



by the DIII-D SOL data[24]), for simplicity, a fiat ion temperature profile is chosen. The

relation of the normalized source term H with the power crossing the separatrix Pe is given

by 4

H = t Jk"_./ALzLvnec, Ye(z,p) A'--H
(14)

The simulation parameters are Te(z,p) = 100eV, Lz = 20m, L_ = 39.328cm, Lz = 5.0cm, AH =

3Lx, and A = 3.2. For ne = 2 x 1013cm-3,Pc = 1MW, and H = 0.0084. For the given

power Pe = 2MW, the electron temperature profile from self-consistent simulations are

shown in Fig. 7. The dotted curve represents the initial profile and the broken line is the

profile produced by the neoclassical diffusion (or numerical diffusion with/z = _ = 0.0025)

by taking r = 0.125 (in this case, the ETG-mode is completely suppressed by the FLR

effects). The solid curve is the profile produced by anomalous transport in the presence

of the ETG-mode by taking r -- 0.5. All of these electron temperature profiles appear

to fall off exponentially in the radial (x) direction, but the ETG-mode driven turbulence

broadens the profiles dramatically with LT. _- 1.0cm, which is consistent with experimental

measurementsoftheLT.":0.5to Icm.[25]
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6 Conclusions

Thispaper representsthefirststepin the 2d nonlinearfluidsimulationsof theelectron
o , , o

' temperaturegradientdriventurbulencein the tokamak boundaryplasmas.Ithas been

foundthatthe mode energyinverselycascadestolongwavelengthsbecauseof thepolar-

ization drift nonlinearity, and thus connects to the radial scale of the equllibrlum. The

instability driven in the SOL is strongly peaked at the LCFS and penetrates into the edge

plasma significantly in the long-wavelength limit. In the absence of a heat source from the

core plasma, as the results in Section 4, the nonlinear saturation of the instability is due

to quasilinear flattening. The associated heat flux is much larger than the neoclassical one

but is a factor five of smaller than a mixing.length estimates, and the large-scale radial

structures of fluctuation quantites indicate that the cross-field transport is not diffusive.

The SOL profile is set by the balance of the anomalous radial heat transport with axial

loss to the divertor (llmiter) plates. In order to obtain a SOL electron temperature profile, a

source term is included in the simulations as in experiments. Fig. 8 shows that the electron

temperature falls off exponentially with the width around Icm. Most importantly FLR

(parametrized by 7"= Te/Ts) effects have been found to strongly stabilize the mode and

therefore suppress the turbulence. As the power crossing the separatrix is increased from

Pe = IMW to Pe = 2MW and to Pe = 3MW, ithas been observedthattheelectron

20



temperatureat theseparatrixrises,but theexponentialprofileand the SOL widthshow

almostno changes,whichisconsistentwiththeexperimentalobserv_tlons[25].

" The simulation results concerning the _YTe-d_iven turbulence in the tokamak boundary
a

plasmas have important experimental implications. Since the level of transport and the

SOL width observed here are experimently quite reasonable, it suggests the VTe-driven

turbulenceas a possiblemechanism forexplainingthe exponentialprofilesin the SOL

electronconductionlayer.With neoclassicalperpendiculartransportintheSOL, thepower

crossing the separatrix would be rapidly lost to the endplates along the magnetic field line,

giving a narrow temperature gradient near the separatrlx (LT. ,'_ 5ram). The VTe-driven

turbulence would then be driven strongly unstable and an outward heat flux would ensue,

untila balancebetweentheperpendicularE x B transportdue to the ETG-mode and

parallellossesto the platesarereached.Ifthe VTe-drivenmode isindeedan important

constituent of the tokamak SOL turbulence, then the SOL fluctuations should exhibit a

clearsensitivitytothesheathboundaryconditions(A = _). The sheathparameterA can

be changed experimentally by varying the materials of the limiter (or divertor) plates (and

therefore their conductivity) or pumping neutral gases into the sheath regions such as in

the proposed gas target divertor configurations (comparison of the collisional sheath model

withexperimentalmeasurementsisgiveninRef.[26])tocheckthetheVTe-drivenmode.
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On the other hand, since a narrow sheath region (sheath + presheath) near the endplates,

. with large equilibrium gradients along z (on the order of Debye length), plays a crucial role

for the instability, it is desirable to resolve the sheath boundary conditions carefully by the
h

code-merging techniques as described in Ref. [27] (merging PIC-codes in the sheath and

fluid codes in the bulk).

However, the major drawback of these simulations for a comprehensive boundary plasma
I

model is an absence of an instability drive in the edge region. Experimental evidence shows

that a shear layer occurs inside the last closed flux surface, which is significant to L.H

transitions. The source of this sheared flow is debatable. Three distinct mechanisms have

been proposed to drive poloidal rotation in the closed flux region: ion orbit losses([7], [8],

[9]), Reynold stress[28] and anomalous Stringer spin-up [29]. None of these models include

theSOL physics.Ithasbeenbelievedthatacompletemodelfortheboundaryplasmashould

include the dominant electron physics in the SOL and the dominant ion dynamics inside the

separatrix to explain the cause of sheared flow and the SOL power handling capability. In a

comprehensive boundary plasma model it is also desirable to include the parallel variation of

physical quantities (such as electron temperature and density variations along the magnetic

field line, both in the equilibrium and perturbed states) and the magnetic shear. Several

other interesting future investigations are to include neutral gases, impurities, and toroidal
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effects to simulate the coupling of the ETG-driven turbulence with the ionization-driven

modes, radiation condensation modes, and interchange modes. Finally, the extension of the

• 4

sin_uls:tlon model to electromagnetic Umlt8 may yield important insights into the finite-beta

effects.
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